
Elftmann Tactical introduces an ultra-light competition trigger  

 

The ELF Drop-In 3-Gun Trigger has been built for winning competitions.  Now featuring an ultra-light 

body bringing the total physical weight of the unit to just 2oz. The only AR-15 trigger using aerospace 

grade sealed bearings, making for an incredibly smooth and fast trigger pull.  The skeletonized hammer 

combined with their exclusive .043 double, double wound polished piano wire hammer spring make for 

an incredibly fast lock time. Pull weight is so easy to adjust it can be done in seconds without removing 

the trigger from your lower receiver.  A second-to-none AR-15 drop-in trigger system that is strong and 

light, made of wire EDM machined, hardened A2 tool steel and lightweight aircraft-grade aluminum. 

Installation can be done in minutes using your AR’s original hammer and trigger pins, or any anti-walk 

pins. The 3-Gun trigger may be ordered with a curved or straight shoe. 

One unique and important feature of this and all Elftmann triggers is a “half cock” secondary hammer 

sear that makes them 100% drop-safe regardless of the pull weight. One easily accessible hex screw 

provides an adjustment range of 2 ¾ - 4lbs. The warrantee on all Elftmann Products is 100% satisfaction 

for life and unconditional. 

The amazingly short take-up, glass-rod crisp break and next to zero over-travel can be compared to the 

finest custom 1911 triggers. Adjustability puts you in charge based on your preference. If you are looking 

for the finest adjustable trigger for your competition AR-15 platform, this is the trigger system for you. 

Other products currently produced by Elftmann Tactical include three additional AR Platform triggers, 

the only push-type AR-15 safety selector and the only AR platform anti-walk/anti-rotation pins that can 

be installed and removed without tools. Products soon to be introduced by Elftmann include triggers for 

the FN FAL, Ruger 10/22 and re-introduction of the ELF AK-47 trigger, all with sealed bearings and the 

other unique features ELF triggers are known for. Also in the works is an all metal Bullpup conversion kit 

for the Ruger 10/22 and an easy to use dead-fall/live trap for survival use. 

Elftmann’s product designer, Art Elftmann, is hard at work churning out innovative new designs and 

challenging the status quo. Stay tuned for some exciting new developments in the near future! 

For more information visit www.elftmanntactical.com or stop by Shot Show booth 4363 

Ultra-Light! 
Weighs 
Just 2oz
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